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TEXTILES IN WEST AFRICA: SITUATION AND PROSPECTS

1. The West African textile market in 1963 might be approximately placed at

1,200 million square yards, or roughly one-fifth of the total market in Africa

for textiles. - Thl»-aggregative- pasi-tio-ny -feowver,-■ is of recent evolution as may

he seen from.the figures given below:-

Annual Average

Estimated market in West

Africa (in ra. sq. yards)

Population (million)

Approximate per capita

availability (sq. yards)

1948/50

568

63

9a

1954/6

966

69

14.0

1960/2

1091

13.4

1963

1200

87

14

The methods used in arriving at these figures are explained in an annexure,

jjid the important qualifications to the data should be noted. Nonetheless, two

broad propositions might be made. „ ;

One, during the six years from 1948/50 to 1954/6 the total textile market

recorded its most impressive growth, namely 70$.

On the other hand, in the six subsequent years, 1954/6 to.1960/6,2, the

market increased only by 13^*

Alternatively, the average annual rate of growth during 1948-*195-5 vas 9#

and only 2% during the succeeding years up to 1963. The: fatter ratet as is

indicated by the per capita calculations of availability, is thus more a function

of the growth in the populations to be clothed rather than pf the previous

tendency to consume more cloth per person.
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The factors involved in this sibling"down axe several - and are discussed: latex; - bu£

it Sft°Uild: be rec°gnized tflat *ke slowing- doW in the quantitative aspects of. increase has

been accompanied by a shift to fabrics of higher per y*£rd values. ; As of nowrtb.e' shift

is of moderate size, but it nonetheless limits the importance to be attached to mere

quantitative trends.

2. Country-distribution of Textile, Markets :.. .';■..

Nigeria and Ghana (see annexure for qualifications attaching to; the Ghana data),

between them, account for three-fifths of the West African' consumption and with Senegal

the next largest market for two thirds. Ivory Coast, Sierra Leone, Mali and Cameroon

form a group of smaller markets, each with a consumption between 40 to 70 million of square

yards followed by the thirteen remaining countries of the region each with a consumption

below 25'million square yards.

Textile Markets invest .African Countries

(million square yards) . 1960/62
Cameroons 35

Central' Africah~Kepublic 12

Chact - - -. ^

Congo .23; • ;■■ ■

Dahomey : 12 '

Gabon ■>•■-■■■ 9 :

Gambia 12

,■■■,!::: ::,i.<- ^Ghana ■ ""i '■■-•■ - ' ■■■•■ •■■■■ >■■ : ■ ■ -■"' : ■ ■ ■ : ■ • --: :"-1 ■ 174

,.-./: . ■ - ■ 'Guinea - : ■■ ;,/■■-■- '■ ■' ■■ '■■ ■ ■ ■ -■=■■* ■ ! ^y

Ivory Coast - ■ ! 67

■ ■ i Liberia.'- .- ■■■■■: '''■>'i ■:■ !;*" ;-" " ■■■ ■■• •' -. •"; ■ '^ li-i13 ■'-

Mali • "■- ■- .■ i ■•:■■■ .''■•■'■. . ■■ i. ■ ■ -■ ; ■ ■ • 43 ' ■ ■ '■■

.Mauretania ■■■■■"■ \ . ■■■:■ ..-. !!'■■['.■.■■■■' •..'■■■ ■ ■ ■■ . ■■■ J ■■":' . ■.. ■ ■:■■■■ "% ' ■

Niger . ' 27

Nigeria ;: >:'■>'-'■: -itlv ' .■■:.■ :.-.■:■''■ •*. ■> ■-. ■■■ :'421

\ ■. Portuguese Guinea ,'- ■ -i1-1 ■'■: '■'■'-<■■■■■■••■• •■-■ .': 10 ■ :

■ -.•■.■'• ■ Senegal-1 ■ ; - . " CH* 1 ■/■■' . ■■:■ 1; ' - i . <j- ;_..'/,;,. y;_ '114 ' '

■ ■ :Si©rre Ueoiie '- ■'■ ■ '•>'- ■ ' '■■-<■' ;-■■;■■ -.■: ■ > ■■.. ■.■ :- : : .., ■■ ^

Togo -■ ' -" -, "'■ \ ■■■■■>•■■■ ■■■■ 1'--'!>io: ■ '" ■"

Upper Volta 23 ■

Total 1091
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3. Fibre-distribution of the Textile Market

In 1948, the West African textile market was for all practical purposes a single-fibre

market, a market for cotton goods. By 1955, rayon very largely in the form of rayon staple

had made very considerable inroads into the earlier predominance of cotton, and in 1954/6

commanded about 30% of the textile market. In the present condition of rayon technology,

given the warm, humid climates in most West African countries, this may have been about the

maximum proportion of the market that rayon could command. The proportion of rayon declined

by 1960/2 to 20$, aided by the imposition of higher import tariffs on rayon goods in

several countries.

Wool, in the climatic conditions of "West Africa, is statistically insignificant.

Another group of fibres, namely synthetics (mainly nylon) has at present the same statistical

lack of importance as wool. But basically, the situation here is similar'to that of rayon

in 194$, although on a lower scale of probable expansion in absolute terms than rayon

commanded in 1948.

West African Textile Market According to Fibre

Annual Average

(M.sq.yds.) 1948/50 19$4/6 1960/2

Cotton 535 680 889

Rayon and synthetics 30 283 194

Wool ' 3 3 ,8

4. The market for textiles and clothing :

As in other developing countries the bulk of the textile market in West Africa is

constituted by apparel cloths; cloths for industrial use, e.g. in agriculture, and for

furnishing and domestic use and surgical dressings form a relatively small proportion of

total demand.

The apparel market consists partly of traditional styles, mainly prints, and to an

increasing extent of European styles in shirtings, dress fabrics and suitings made up

either in the home or in the developing clothing industry. As in other countries knitted

fabrics and garments form an increasing proportion of total textile and apparel use.

A detailed breakdown of the market showing the types of cloth consumed by end use,

construction and finish and also of clothing styles is in the course of preparation.
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5. Extent of Home Production ....

The" bulk of the West African requirements of textiles - perhaps some 80* - are met by

imports. In the case of cotton textiles, dependence on.imports is the least, and yet well.

over.70f.of the supplies needed came.from abroad in 1963. (in the production of grey bafts,

the proportion of'West African-production is much higher). In the.case of rayon goods,

dependence, on imports ^ perhaps as high as 90-95^. Finally, in the case of wool and

synthetics, dependence on imports is total. ■ -

The dependence on imports overwhelmingly takes the'form of imports of piece goods,

or ready-made clothing or hpsiery: rather than of the.import of the intermediate material,

yaicn.'

p, out of; the approximate market of 1,200 million, square yards in 1963, not

more than 220 million square yards are. likely to have been made in West Africa, after

making some arbitrary allowance for the email-scale (in terms of absolute production) '

handloom industries in Severa^V7est^^friqan countries. ; '

■"■ "-ManufacturingIndustrie, mainly "exist inNigeriaand^tHO^rJi^e other countries on

any worthwhile scale"",", and typically take one of three forms: composite spinning and

weaving mills for cotTon textiles; purely^mving units (generally using imported yarns)

for cotton or/and rayon goods; and hosiery factories, again generally using impoi^d,ya*ns.

In terms of projected growth, widespread dispersal of the industry is about to take

place. Indeed, one estimate is that nearly a score of cotton textile mills are in the

process of being planned. A development of ^ignif Icance^iir this connexion, is the

erection of ^ major finishing plant with a capacity :of several million yards,^fome,fifty

miles out of Accra; "in Gloria. ■ (This plant will depend upon imports of grey cloth.);

Nonetheless, r:k is clear that the projected scale of expansion, either in terms of

the agreements negotiated or in terms of the targets laid down in some of the national;

plans, does not imp3:y significant lowering of the present import dependence. In1this

context, afirst view iiT-tffer&rdf the potential scale of growth that Could be, envisaged :

oh a seven itT twelve year basis. - - : l L

6. Prospe'cis fo_r_lg_70_^M_1971- "' . " - ".■"■ =

■Present ^est African levels of per capita consumption are a compounded result of many

factors'- habit's ana the Itink of them, climatic considerations, income'levels and so on.

In any case these levels are considerably lower than would seem to be warranged by countries

vith similar or lower income levels and might fairly be expected to rise. At the same
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time, it is clear that a number of factors are tending to limit this rise. First of all,

there is the tendency to buy better (i.e. more expensive) cloth rather than more yardage

and to buy relatively light weight fabrics, e.g. knitted goods. Secondly, there is the

effect on the demand for clothing of changes in clothing prices in relation to those of

other items of consumer expenditure. Thirdly, there is the pressure of rival demands on

the consumer's shilling or franc of which the most tell-tale sign is the small transister

radio ^nd of which the most pervasive and more genuine example is the rise in expenditure

on children's education. Fourthly, there is the frequent cumulative effect of adopting

western modes of dress which are more economical of cloth per 'dress1, as it were, than the

more elaborate traditional costumes. The latter, in turn, is supplemented by a less

formal approach to the basic western modes of clothing necessitated by climate and

sponsored by the easier informality of the new political elites.

Viewed in the foreground of this complex of factors, the quantitative response of

cloth consumption to future rises in income does not appear, in the short run at any rate,

to have implicit in it anything like the 1948-55 jump in per capita levels. On the other

-hand, it- is-equally significant to note that the average income per head in West Africa is

still at the level where an increase in income normally results in a higher proportion

being spent on clothing so that the changes in income per head in prices and in styles

which led to a slight fall in per capita consumption in 1960/2 will not persist. On the

contrary, for long-term projections it may be assumed that consumption per head will rise

with increasing incomes so as to approach more nearly that in more developed countries to

which moreover the increased use of textiles for non-apparel purposes will contribute.

Estimates Projection Projection

of textile of textile of textile

market - market - market -

1963 1970 1975

Population^/ 87 million 97 million 106 million

Per capita

availability 14.0 yards 17.0 yards 19.0 yards

Total Market .1200 m. yds. 1650 m. yds. 2000 m. yds.

l/ These projections do not take into account the results of the Nigerian census

for 1963.



ij«a.vj.nj ov.L of account the 1>7'5 projections as not being relevant in the context of t»he

eviction t ir.e-spans of textile mills, what would be the investment implications of a

proj.;.-c!j:..;x bi^od on the fullest measure of import-substitution? A first step would be to

tierit up the. market projection for 1970 in terras of different fibres. For this purpose

sin.-.o rayon fibres arc likely to be at least as competitive in future as they have been in

L":3 p-;,3t :. t is cs.^ruad +h^t the -earlier higher,:, proportions are restored.

\.: v \ i'.id"r'""ie

Cotton

£.^..i a:ii

V1* G ^ j '

t

synthetics

Esti.-nates ■ ■

1963

1200 m. yards

950

230

10

Projections .

1970

1650 m. yards

1155

480

15

Basis for the

break-up

70/.

29f*

■-^■P ■-■''•ro i^1- tho aVfTT.^.ent vouj.d "ha to de\,ornine, however T • arbitrarily (because to a

\u.y Large extent this would be the result of a basic planning approach), the proportion

of tag future market requirements that perhaps could not be or (for cost and skill

cj.v^.dcrabions) should not be produced-within West Africa but imported.- ;

—"'— E$1i^£lQB_foTmJL963i ■ Projections for 1970

Cot;;on: : . . . ....

Llfcrkat ■ • ■ .. : 960 m. yds. . . : ■. ■ 1155 m. yds.

in West Africa , 220 m. yds. 1040 m. yds.

3..Ii.;povtp (X-;":> 740 m. yds. ' 115 m. yds.*

v"" On'the arbitrary cerumption that 10% of the needs will have to.be imported because of

' )

±* :■'.arbt - y^s. 480 m. yds.

prodvoixo'.i., ' . ■

:.:i ITest Afi-'ca 20 m. yds. 380 m. yds»

3, Imports (1-2) . . ■' " 210 ra. yds. ■100-ra, yds.**

-o th"> arbiiirary r^si'^^ion tliai Z(& of the Deeds will have to be imported because of
t d/ /
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So figures are offered for wool although in legio, a much higher proportion of

imrorts to needs- would appear likely.

By deducting the present estimates of West African output from the feasible output

projections for 1970, an estimate is'*rri«d at of the output for which industrial

capacity will be needed, if • it is desired to import-substitute on ,the scale,indicates

This is done belows- .....

1Q63 1970 Additional Prcduction

Output Projections " for which capacity

estimates - .. ■ of-output .,: , will be needed by 1970

Cotton 220 m. yds. 1040 m. yds. 620 m. yds.

Rayon . 20*. yds. 360 m. yds. : ; ... . 360 m. yds.

7. These additional production estimates might now be translated in- terms of

estimates of spinning and weaving capacities required additionally. In dding-BO it

will be assumed that rayon and.synthetic .fibre consumption by domestic mills consists

entirely of rayon staple and .it will be further aBsumed that one-tiiird;of total .

requirements will .be provided by,knitting.mills,. ■■ ...;■. ..

1. Looms (40") needed:to match the estimated ... ..■ ■ ■ --■ ■ -

increase in production (300 working days
x 3 shifts x 30 yards per'shift per lodm) ■ ■ ■■ ■ 30,000 looms

" 2. Spinning capacity needed to produce the

yarn for the above loomage. (40 spindles. . , QQ spindles

to a loom; . .. ....... .

... ' ' No estimates worked out
3..Finishing capacities . . , ,

to addition of equipment, in these dimensions, *ill obviously call f.r substantial

investment. Estimates here have, in the nature of things, to.be;even more tentative.

Current experience in-various African countries indicates capital costs on the cotton

spinning side as,:varying-,betWeen US$130;to US$240 for machinery and equipment from the

.*l'.»oom up.>*o-the spindle. ;Point. - Current African experience on the c.tton weaving-

side, -that is from winding to. weaving, implies investment levels varying between

US$1,600 to US«3,2OO per loom depending on.jjhe, type and width of .loom. These figures

appear, as far as .piimlng is concerned, to.be considerably higher;; than the record of

the recently built textile industry in Pakistan .r the experience of the 100 odd new .

spinning mill* which have come up in India since 1953. And there might be a sizable
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fall in costs per unit of equipment as mill construction and erection experience in

Africa increases. The cost ratios used in the table below try to take this f. ctor

into account, but if the hope for a, fall in unit costs of erection does not materialize,

or if three-shift working cannot be resorted to on the fullest scale, the figures might

well turn out to be on the conservative side.

listiuiates of Fixed Investment Required to Produce the

Additional Outputs - 1970 Projections

Spinning (l,700,000 spindles at

US$150 per spindle) ' ' 25O m. US$

leaving (30,000 automatic looms

at US$3,0C0 per loom) 90 m. US$

If rough ad hoc figures were added for finishing equipment say, 70 million US

dollars and 30 million for knitting, the total investment in fixed capital alone would

come to 450 million dollars, and as indicated, the figure might be conservative.

Nonetheless, the cost of importing these goods would be in the neighbourhood of 270

million dollars a year b/ 1970. In other words, in.less than two years' outlay of

foreign exchange on cloth imports West Africa could have full-fledged textile industries

whose eventual saving of foreign exchange would be massive.

8. The sixfold increase in output envisaged by this projection means a corresponding

increase in raw material supplies. It is of the greatest importance both to the income

of the region1 and to its balance of payments that these supplies should as far as

possible be of domestic origin. ■ i

First of all there must be a considerable expansion in raw cotton growing and since

the present varieties are short staple unsuitable for the finer qualities of- yarn and

cloth the possibility should be studied of introducing longer staple varieties. "At the

same time since rayon staple fibre can be used with advantage in mixtures with present

varieties of cotton and also alone in spinning of hosiery yarns and some finer qualities

of weaving yarns, the possibility should also be studied of erecting a rayon staple

fibre plant based on local pulp. r'
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9. The available market for woven cloth could be supplied, "by a,cumber of integrated

spinning arid' weaving concerns some of which might a^so supply yarn to-the knitting mills.

A reasonable size of unit on a three sh^ft basis would be one ©f^O^OGO spindles'and 500

looms and some sisty such units could "be established,in due course;

From a location point of view it makes little difference whether such Units are

near raw material supplies or near the market for cloth* such factors as labour and

the existence of an adequate infra-structure are more important. From a regional point

of view, however, it is desirable that these units should be located in areas which

because of the absence of materials are not suitable for the location of strongly

localized plants such as iron and steel, cement, etc. In general such areas will be

the raw cotton growing areas of the interior.

The finishing of the cloth can be carried on either at the integrated spinning

weaving plants or at separate establishments, and it is possible that economies of

specialization and the style and design difficulties involved could result in the

establishment of separate finishing works linked to the converting activity. It is

important, however, to avoid a situation in which a distinct converting and finishing

industry based for example on imported grey cloth is developed. West Africa is

fortunate in possessing a highly developed system for the distribution of cloth and it

should be possible to link this to the converting operation in such a way as to promote

the finishing of domestic cloth.

The clothing industry in its various branches of shirts, dresses, underwear, suits,

etc. will make a contribution to the economy of the region comparable to that of the textil*

industry, and at the same time will be its principal outlet. Just as the finishing

industry must eventually be based on locally produced grey cloth, so the clothing industry

must be based on locally produced finished cloth. Moreover, like the textile industry

the clothing industry is not strongly localized and could with advantage be directed

towards areas where basic industries cannot be located.

10. The preceding location proposals imply on the one hand an absence of tariff barriers

within the region and on the other hand a sufficient external tariff to preserve the

market to domestic producers and in particular to protect it from the disruptive effect

of large scale disposals from Europe and America of seconds, fents, end-of-eeason
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AHlTLXimii;

Figures of fibre consumption, exports and imports are regularly published by the

¥iX). These figures are available, in varying coverage, up to I960 and 1961. Regional

totals are available up to i960.

For the purposes of the paper, the FAO figures were converted into yardage by

applying the standard FAO ratios except that in view of the difficulty of distinguishing

between rayon and synthetics these were amalgamated and the cotton conversion figures

used. 'Tith this as the basis, all other statistical material has been worked out

independently at the ECA, and in part, derived from an earlier £CA studys Industrial

Growth in Africa, A Survey and Outlook, 1962 (E/CIT.14/IHR).

The application of standard ratios, it is realized, is not entirely satisfactory.

This seems to be particularly true of Ghana where fabrics in use are heavier and the

use of FAO ratios yields market and per capita data which are higher than actuals.

ECA proposes, at a future date, to build up all these series independently of FAO

data and directly from data regarding output, imports and exports,.

Estimates for 1963 are based on extrapolation of fragmentary data, but care has

been taken to avoid over-estimation.

Population figures up to i960 were derived from FAO publications, but the figures

for 1963, 1970 and 1975 ^re crude projections made for present purposes, without taking

into account the results of the Higerian census of 1963.




